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Cable System Hardware Installation Guide
Overview
Installing the cable system hardware accurately is the most significant step in the process of converting
your poster panel to a panel that can accept a single sheet “Eco-Poster.” Within this step, the most
critical element is to accurately measure the inside dimension of the poster face in order to
determine the correct positioning of the cable guides.
Set correctly, your poster panel will have no problem with future eco-poster installations. Set
incorrectly, and it will be difficult or impossible to achieve an ideal result.

Step 1

Scrape the Board Prior to Installing System Hardware

Remove any pre-existing paper poster copy or paper residue, in particular along the perimeter where
you will be installing the cable guides. This ensures that the guides are in direct contact w/ the metal or
wood face panel. This also minimizes the possibility of paper flaking off the panel behind the EcoPoster over time. Installers should use a knife to cut away any built up poster or glue residue on the
exact spot where you are installing the cable guides (if there is build-up).

Step 2

Pack the Installation Vest & Assemble your Materials

Circle Graphics ships a System Hardware Installation Kit along with each 300 poster kits ordered. If
you require additional kits, please give us a call.
At this time, load your vest with the original items that came w/ the kit as well as the hardware needed
for one poster installation. These parts are detailed below and shown in the following picture.
System Hardware Installation Kit
• Vest
• Tape Measure
• Guide Templates
• Corner Measurement Tool
Hardware Packs
• Corner Guides Pack
• Standard Guides Pack
• Wind-Strap Hardware Pack
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Here’s a fully loaded vest ready for an installation:
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Step 3

Measure the Poster Face

Again, this is a very critical step. You must determine which of the following sizes describes the
inside dimensions (i.e., inside the trim dimension) of the board you are installing:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Standard – measuring 125” H x 272” W
Smaller than Standard, but OK – measuring (123” to 125” H X 270” to 272” W
Smaller than Standard, but NOT OK – measuring less than 123” H or less than 270” W
Larger than Standard – measuring more than 125”H or more than 272” W

The tape measure supplied with your installation kit has a tab attached that can be used (along with a
piece of duct tape) to hold your ruler into place as you measure the width and height inside the trim of
your poster panel. Remember, we are trying to determine the INSIDE (the trim) dimensions.

(Taping the ruler down will help as you measure the board)

Once you determine the dimensions of the poster you are working on, you should be able to classify
the poster based on the 4 descriptions above.
If your panel is described by # 1 or # 2 (“Standard” or “Smaller than Standard, but OK”), then proceed
to STEP # 4.
If your panel is described by # 3 (“Smaller than Standard, but NOT OK”), then you DO NOT
INSTALL THE CABLE SYSTEM ON THIS PANEL FACE UNTIL THE TRIM HAS BEEN
MODIFIED.
If you poster is described by # 4 (“Larger than Standard”), then proceed to STEP # 5.
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Step 4

Install Guides for a Standard or Slightly Smaller than
Standard Poster Face

Make sure your installation vest is on, and let’s begin to install the cable guides. You will not need
the corner ruler if your panel is “standard” or “slightly smaller than standard”.
Install Corner Guides (lower left and lower right) by placing the corner cable guide up to and no

more than 1/8” from the edge of the trim (just enough to easily slip the cable
around the guide) using two screws (for wood panels) or two rivets (for metal panels) to secure. If
using rivets, the long rivet goes in the “standoff” and the short rivet goes on the plate.
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If you are using rivets (i.e., you are installing into a metal panel), use the long rivet in the “standoff”
hole on the corner guide and the short rivet for hole on the plate. If you are installing into a wooden
panel, use screws for both holes.

Complete the installation of all 4 corner cable guides no more than 1/8” from the edge of the trim.
Next, and in preparation to install the standard cable guides, temporarily install the cable guide
template (strap shown in the pictures below) for the bottom. Attach the template to the corner guides
so that the printed arrow points towards the billboard trim. See pictures below.

Install a standard cable guide in every hole. If you are installing into metal panels, use Long Rivets for
the standard guides. If you are installing into wood panels, use wood screws. Note, the smaller
diameter of the guide goes against the face of the panel. The bottom of the guide should be a 1/4” away
from the trim on a standard panel. See picture below.
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After installing the cable guides using the bottom template, make use of the template again in order to
install the wind strap hardware. The wire bracket shown below is centered at each of the four black
dots along the bottom.
Presses right up against the trim.

Remove and store the bottom template guide in your vest.
The next step is to install the standard cable guides along the top, using the top template guide.
Remember to attach the template to the corner guides so that the printed arrow points towards the
billboard trim. Also, on the top template guide, be careful that the template guide does not sag in the
middle. Make sure to lift the top template up, removing any slack left in the template.
Following the installation of the top cable guides, use the side template guide to install the three
standard cable guides, each on the left and the right side. Note the same template marked “side” is
used for both left and right.
IMPORTANT: When using the side template, the template must be attached to upper AND lower
corner cable guides. Failure to do so will result in improper spacing.
You should now have installed a total of 17 standard cable guides as well as the wire wind-strap
brackets along the bottom. The next step (at the appropriate time) would be to install the cable and
clips and an actual poster.

PROCEED TO STEP 6
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Step 5

Install Guides for a “Larger than Standard” Poster
Face

If the panel is larger than standard size, the cable guides must be offset from the trim so that the
cable fits and the system performs as intended. If the panel is larger than standard size in either
direction, the corner ruler allows you to center the system on the panel, maintaining the standard size
system installation.
To help you determine the correct placement of the guides, we have developed the Corner
Measurement Tool for you to use in order to accurately place the four corner guides.
If we presume that “standard size” is 125” H x 272” W, your board may measure correct on the height
and longer than 272” on the width or vice versa. Or your panel may measure longer on both
measurements. Instead of taking every variation possible, we will set forth an example where the
board has an inside dimension of 127” x 274”. Once you understand how to use the tool, you can
adjust the tool for your particular non-standard panels.
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The situation of a panel with an inside width dimension of 274” is depicted below.

Align the arrow on the Corner Measurement Tool with the horizontal measurement of the poster panel
and lock in the setting.
Next, we need to measure the height and set the Corner Measurement Tool to match the vertical
height. The situation of a panel with an inside height dimension of 127” is depicted below.
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Align the arrow on the Corner Measurement Tool with the vertical measurement of the poster panel
and lock in the setting.
Now the Corner Measurement Tool is “set” and ready to assist you in determining the location of the
corner guides for your system.
Install the Corner Guides starting with the bottom left by placing the corner cable guide as set forth in
the picture below.
BOTTOM LEFT

Orient the ruler so that the corner name is upright and readable. Mark the location as shown above
using a Sharpie Fine Point marker (this style fits the hole in the tool perfectly).
Now that you have marked the precise location of the corner of the guide, you are ready to secure the
corner guide. If you are using rivets (i.e., you are installing into a metal panel), use the long rivet in
the “standoff” hole on the corner guide and the short rivet for hole on the plate. If you are installing
into a wooden panel, use screws for both holes.
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Install the corner guide at the marked location as depicted below.

Once installed, you need to install the other 3 corner cable guides. The following pictures show the
Corner Measurement Tool orientation for the Bottom Right, Top Left, and Top Right. Mark the
location and proceed w/ the corner guide installs as you did with the Lower Right corner.
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BOTTOM RIGHT

TOP LEFT
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TOP RIGHT

Now that you have located the proper position of the corner guides using the Corner Measurement
Tool and you have actually installed all 4 corner guides you need to install the standard guides.
In preparation to install the standard cable guides, temporarily install the cable guide template for the
bottom. Attach the template to the corner guides so that the printed arrow points towards the billboard
trim. See pictures below.
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Install a standard cable guide in every hole. If you are installing into metal panels, use Long Rivets for
the standard guides. If you are installing into wood panels, use wood screws. Note, the smaller
diameter of the guide goes against the face of the panel. See picture below.

After installing the cable guides per the bottom template, make use of the template again in order to
install the wind strap hardware. Center the wire wind-strap bracket at each of the four black dots along
the bottom. The bracket should be directly against the trim. See picture below.

Remove and store the bottom template guide in your vest.
The next step is to install the cable guides along the top, using the Top template guide. Remember to
attach the template to the corner guides so that the printed arrow points towards the billboard trim.
Also, on the top template guide, be careful that the template guide does not sag in the middle. Make
sure to lift the top template up, removing for any slack left in the template.
Following the installation of the top cable guides, use the side template guide to install three standard
cable guides, each on the left and the right side. Note the same template (marked “side”) is used for
both left and right.
IMPORTANT: When using the side template, the template must be attached to upper AND lower
corner cable guides. Failure to do so will result in improper spacing.
Store both templates back in the installation vest.
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You should now have installed a total of 17 standard cable guides as well as the 4 wire Wind-Strap
brackets along the bottom.

Step 6

Install Side Anchors Hardware for the Wind-Strap

Install a wind-strap anchor on both sides (left and right) of the billboard. Position the part at a
reachable height from the cat-walk platform.
IMPORTANT: When installing the wind-strap anchors make sure that the side that receives the
removable L-Bracket is as close to the trim as possible and the flat part of the plate is closer towards
the center of the panel as seen below.

Correctly installed on left side of panel

Correctly installed on right side of panel

The wind-strap brackets need to be installed so that they can be reached from the deck and so
that they do not interfere with the poster clips.
As with the installation of the cable guides, when installing the anchor guides on metal panels, use
rivets (the short ones). If you are installing into wood panels, use wood screws.
You should now have installed four corner guides, and 17 standard cable guides as well as the windstrap hardware.
Congratulations, you have completed the most difficult aspect of the overall installation!
The next step (at the appropriate time) would be to install the cable and clips and an actual Eco-Poster.
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